
ACCELERATE AGILE ADOPTION
As new technologies continue to shake markets, the time for change is now. Agile Adoption

empowers organizations to evolve how they work through a total mindset shift toward agility.
We train and coach federal agencies, brands and non-profits to help them implement Agile at all levels of

the organization so they can move at the speed of today and prepare for the pace of tomorrow.

“An organization can only be as agile as its least agile division”
–Evan Leybourn’s Theory of Agile Constraints

*From the 12th Annual State of AgileTM Report

*From PMI’s Achieving Greater Agility: The Essential Influence of the C-Suites

METHODS OF
AGILE ADOPTION

BENEFITS OF
AGILE ADOPTION

70%
of the most common agile 
methodologies used by respondents’ 
organizations are Scrum, ScrumBan 
and Scrum/XP Hybrid

50%
credit agility with their ability to be 
faster to market
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56%
Scrum

Hybrid
(multiple methodologies)

Other

KanBan

Iterative Development

Spotify Model

Lean Startup

Extreme Programming (XP)

STATE OF
AGILE ADOPTION

92%
of surveyed executives believe that 
organizational agility, or the ability to rapidly 
respond to market conditions and external 
factors is critical to business success

Organizations increasingly embrace agile
as a technique for managing projects.

71%
of organizations report using agile
approaches for their projects 
sometimes, often or always. 

*From PMI’s 2017 Pulse of the Profession®

*From PMI’s Achieving Greater Agility:
The Essential Influence of the C-Suites

11% always 29% often 31% sometimes

17% rarely 12% never

Increase in profits 
and/or revenue

Faster 
decision-making

Improvement in response to and meeting 
customer/consumer expectations

8%
ScrumBan

6%
Scrum/XP Hybrid

HAVE YOU ADOPTED AGILE PRINCIPLES?
Organizations unable to adapt to the rapidly changing market face

disruption or losing their competitive advantage. Excella's expert coaches give your 
organization the ability to focus on what’s important–delivering valuable products, 

fast–by working against roadblocks and adapting Agile to fit your 
organization's needs. Let us help you.
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